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Plan

1. Facts: what has happened/is happening
2. Analysis: some tools to quantify the increase in debt risks

o Long term debt sustainability.
o Short- and medium-term crisis risks

3. Policy implications
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FACTS
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The main facts on one slide

1. Very large fiscal deficits and projected debt increases …
2. … triggering many downgrades in EMs and LICs.
3. But hardly any new debt restructuring/debt distress cases so far.
4. Presumed reason: very easy financings conditions.

• Historically low borrowing costs (on average)
• Access to official financing (IMF emergency loans, MDB financing, G20 

debt service suspension initiative for LICs.
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Growth collapses and large primary deficits …
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General Government Primary Balances
Median, by country category

AEs MAC EMs LIDCs Projections

- 7.4

Note: Shadows indicate interquartile range (median of bottom half of distribution to median of upper half of distribution).

- 6.2

- 3.9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: latest (live) WEO projections.Lines show the trajectory of the median country in terms of primary balancesShaded area shows interquartile range (range between 75th and 25th percentiles).



… are projected to result in large average increases in debt

6Note: Shadows indicate interquartile range (median of bottom half of distribution to median of upper half of distribution).

General Government Gross Debt-to-GDP
Median, by country category

AEs MAC EMs LIDCs Projections

Change in (weighted) average 
debt levels, 2020-2019*
AEs: 20.0
EMs: 9.1
LIDCs: 6.7

Median of country-level 
changes 2020-2019
AEs: 13.8
EMs: 10.4
LIDCs: 5.1

* Refers to change in average debt level (total debt/total 
PPP-weighted GDP) for each of the three country groups. 
Median changes refers to the median of all country-level 
changes within each country group (not to the change in  
debt for the countries with median debt levels shown in 
the solid lines in the chart, which would be 6.3 percent 
for AEs, 14.9 percent for EMs and 2.4 percent for LICs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chart now shows debt trajectoriesSolid lines refer to median countries in terms of debt, in each of the three groups (AEs, EMEs, LICs), shaded areas show interquartile ranges around these medians.Main fact: shifts in debt proportional to the differences in the primary balances shown on previous slide: largest for AEs on average (17 points of GDP), then EMs (8.4 percent), then LICs (7 percent) reflecting lower borrowing capacityUpward shift in debt levels in Advanced Economies looks pretty permanent, at least over next 4-5 yearsSome reversion projected for EMEs.



Projected 2021 debt is up for most countries
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Change in Projected Debt-to-GDP for 2021
(by country groups)
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Projected Debt-to-GDP in 2021 (WEO 2019)

AEs MAC EMs LIDCs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vertical axis: change in 2021 debt projection between October of last year and now.Horizontal axis: debt levels as projected last October.So slide makes two points:Projected 2021 debt has gone up for almost all countriesIt has gone up more in countries were debt was already projected to be relatively high.



Many sovereign rating downgrades …
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Presentation Notes
Downgrades since 2020/03/21 – 2020/09/14



… but hardly any new debt restructurings/defaults …

Before pandemic
 Venezuela (in default since 

November 2017)
 Argentina (restructuring 

announcement 12/2019, 
completed 9/2020)

 Lebanon (crisis since 
10/2019; restructuring 
announcement and default, 
3/2020)

Since pandemic
 Ecuador (restructuring 

announcement, 4/2020, completed 
8/2020)
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Recent sovereign debt restructurings or defaults in EMEs:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecuador is only restructuring case that could arguably have been avoided without the pandemic.



… and little change in LIC debt distress according to 
IMF/World Bank sustainability framework for LICs

Before shock
 Congo, Rep. of
 Eritrea
 Gambia
 Grenada
 Mozambique
 Sao Tome and Principe
 Somalia
 South Sudan
 Sudan
 Yemen
 Zimbabwe

After shock
 Congo, Rep. of
 Eritrea
 Grenada
 Mozambique
 Sao Tome and Principe
 Somalia
 South Sudan
 Sudan
 Yemen
 Zambia
 Zimbabwe
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lists on left and right are virtually identical. Countries in red are only countries that appear on one list but not the other.Only new debt distress since the beginning of the pandemic is Zambia (and even there, there were already significant debt vulnerabilities before the pandemic).Definition of “in debt distress” :A country is rated as “in debt distress” when a distress event has already occurred (with some qualifications): For the external rating, when there are ongoing or impending debt restructuring negotiations, or outstanding external arrears on debt. For the overall risk rating, when there is external debt distress, and/or when there are ongoing or impending domestic debt restructuring negotiations, or outstanding arrears on domestic debt instruments. A country may also be assessed to be in debt distress when the debt sustainability analysis indicates that there is a high probability of a future debt distress event. 



One reason for lack of defaults: very easy financing 
conditions (following March spike)
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Although very recently, some EM spreads have been 
widening again
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ANALYSIS
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The main results on one slide

1. Based on (baseline) projected public debt rises, impact of crisis on long-term 
debt sustainability for most countries expected to be modest …

• Intuition: r-g small for most countries, not expected to change much.

• Main caveats:
 realization of contingent liabilities (guarantees, banking crisis)
 “scarring” that affects long term potential growth rates (not just output 

levels)

2. … but large increase in risk of debt crisis over short and medium term. 

• Intuition: very large funding needs over the short and medium term

• Exposes borrowers to changes in funding conditions and losses of confidence.  
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Although crisis is expected to trigger a significant increase 
in debt in many countries …
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Projected Debt-to-GDP for 2021, 𝑑𝑑21

AEs MAC EMs LIDCs

𝑑𝑑21 from 
WEO 2020

𝑑𝑑21 from WEO 2019

Median of country-level changes in projected 
2021 debt level (WEO2020 – WEO2019):
AEs: 17.3
EMs: 12.5
LIDCs: 6.3

Change in 2021 projected weighted average 
debt levels (WEO2020 – WEO2019):
AEs: 20.6
EMs: 6.2
LIDCs: 8.4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Horizontal axis shows 2021 debt projections from the October 2019 WEOVertical axis shows 2020 debt projections from the most recent (live) WEO database (close to what will be published in the October WEONote that the changes in debt referred to in this slide are not expected changes over time (debt in 2021 compared to debt in 2019) but changes in projected 2021 debt attributable to the crisis, inferred from comparing 2021 projection made in October 2019 with 2021 projections made in September 2020Scatterplots show that while there is a lot of cross-country variability, debt projections for 2021 have gone up for almost every country (almost all dots are above the 45% line).



… debt-stabilizing primary balances expected to move little.
Reason: low r-g, except in some EMs
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Projected 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21∗ ≅ 𝑟𝑟 − 𝑔𝑔 𝑑𝑑21, assuming unchanged, pre-crisis 𝑟𝑟 − 𝑔𝑔

AEs MAC EMs LIDCs

Note: Excludes outliers with absolute values for pb* above 5% : 
Brazil, Burundi, Eritrea, Mozambique, Zimbabwe.

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21∗ based 
on 𝑑𝑑21 from 
WEO 2020
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𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21∗ based on 𝑑𝑑21 from WEO 2019

Median of country-level changes 
(WEO2020 – WEO2019):
AEs: -0.23
EMs: -0.13
LIDCs: -0.69

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar structure as the previous chart, except that now the two axes show the debt-stabilizing primary balances corresponding to the 2021 debt projections made in October 2019 and today, respectively Debt stabilizing pbs computed using a version of the simple steady state debt sustainability formula shown above, pb* = (r-g)d (modified to account for exchange rate valuation effects associated with FX debt).Main result: pb* “hugs the 45-degree line”. So, very little change in the debt stabilizing primary balance. On average, even goes down a little.Reflect very low, and sometimes negative, projected r-g from the October 2019 WEO, which is assumed to stay unchanged in this computation.Allowing r-g to change – i.e. taking it from the latest WEO – does not change the result (change is still small and negative on average).Example: 20 percent rise in debt with real interest rate at 2 percent and potential growth rate at 1 percent would lead to an increase in the debt-stabilizing primary balance by 0.2 points of GDP.
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However, projected adjustment need in 2021 is higher, due 
to effect of pandemic on projected actual primary balance
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AEs MAC EMs LIDCs

Projected debt stabilizing 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21∗ − projected actual 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21∗ − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21 based on WEO 2019

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21∗ − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝21
based on WEO 

2021

Median of country-level changes 
(WEO2020 – WEO2019):
AEs: 3.4
EMs: 2.2
LIDCs: 1.2
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Pre-covid: average prob(stress in next 2 years) = 11.1%

Risk of short-term debt stress based on a logit 
model predicting debt distress

LHS variable: stress event 
dummy (including crises that 
trigger IMF programs but no 
restructurings)
RHS variables:
• Level of debt/GDP
• Change in debt/GDP
• VIX
• Governance
• Past share of crises
• CA balance 
• REER changes
• Lagged credit to GDP gap
• Reserves-to-GDP
• Share of currency union 

members in stress
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pre-covid prob(stress) post-covid change

Pre-covid: average prob(stress in next 2 years) = 11.1%
Post-covid: average prob(stress in next 2 years) = 24.0%

Risk of short-term debt stress (within 2 years) has doubled …
LHS variable: stress event 
dummy (including crises that 
trigger IMF programs but no 
restructurings)
RHS variables:
• Level of debt/GDP
• Change in debt/GDP
• VIX
• Governance
• Past share of crises
• CA balance 
• REER changes
• Lagged credit to GDP gap
• Reserves-to-GDP
• Share of currency union 

members in stress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changes driven by first three variables: debt levels; debt changes, and higher VIX.



Risk of fiscal crisis based on a machine learning model and IMF 
country team judgment
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Note: red dashed line denotes methodological break (adoption of machine learning model as basis for team 
judgment). High/moderate/low risk refer to countries with risks above the 80 percentile, between the 50th and 80th

percentile, and below the 50th percentiles of all model-based ratings based on data for the last 15 years.
References: Moreno Badia et al (IMF WP 2020); Hellwig (forthcoming IMF WP, 2020).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large rise in fiscal risks between 2019Q3 and 2020Q1. In particular, number of high-risk countries more than doubling (from 3 to 8 high risk AEs, from 15 to 35 high risk EMs).

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2020/01/03/Debt-Is-Not-Free-48894


IMPLICATIONS
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Pandemic crisis will lead to …
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1. Additional cases of long-
term unsustainable debt 
(expect few)

2. Additional debt crises 
(expect more)

Pre-emptive debt restructuring 
+reform/adjustment

Defaults

Financing + reform/adjustment

Defaults

Role of policy: steer outcomes toward the middle (green) boxes. 



Main policy challenges

1. Need to reconciling easy financing/low borrowing cost with incentives to 
seek address debt vulnerabilities early.

 Challenge for DSSI extension

2. Need an efficient pre-emptive restructuring framework, for both privately 
held claims and official bilateral claims

 Message of IMF paper for G20: restructuring of privately held claims has 
worked ok, but room for improvement.

 Common framework for G20 creditors, building on Paris Club procedures, 
would be highly desirable.
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